Scotch Transparent Tape, 0.75 x 300 Inches (157S)

About this item

Important Made in USA Origin Disclaimer: For certain items sold by Walmart on Walmart.com, the displayed country of origin information may not be accurate or consistent with manufacturer information. For updated, accurate country of origin data, it is recommended that you rely on product packaging or manufacturer information.

Scotch Transparent Tape, 0.75 x 300 Inches (157S) Scotch Transparent Office Tape is a glossy tape with a high-clarity finish Instant adhesion with excellent holding power. Long aging, moisture and stain-resistant Clear when applied and doesn't yellow. Photo safe and made in USA.

Details

Scotch Transparent Tape offers instant adhesion with excellent holding power. It is clear when applied and doesn't yellow with aging. An ideal tape for multi-purpose sealing and label protection.

- Instant adhesion with excellent holding power
- Ideal for multi-purpose sealing and label protection
- Pulls off the roll smoothly and cuts easily
- Clear when applied, doesn't yellow
- Great value for general purpose wrapping, sealing and mending
- 1 in. core, 1/2 in. x 450 in.
- 1 Roll with dispenser
- Photo safe
- 1 roll, 1/2 in. x 450 in., 1 in. core, with dispenser
- Tape is made in USA with globally sourced materials

URL: http://www.walmart.com/ip/Scotch-Transparent-Tape-0-75-x-300-Inches-157S/48612298

*Note: The above images do not reflect an exact replica of the product page due to space limitations. Relevant product origin information has been extracted and highlighted by TINA.org.

Scotch® Transparent Tape Dispenser Roll

Details

• Instant adhesion with excellent holding power
• Ideal for multi-purpose sealing and label protection
• Pulls off the roll smoothly and cuts easily
• Clear when applied, doesn't yellow
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